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Awaken, mobilize, accelerate, and institutionalize change.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â   With a rapidly changing

environment, aggressive competition, and ever-increasing customer demands, organizations must

understand how to effectively adapt to challenges and find opportunities to successfully implement

change. Bridging current theory with practical applications, Organizational Change: An

Action-Oriented Toolkit, Third Edition combines conceptual models with concrete examples and

useful exercises to dramatically improve the knowledge, skills, and abilities of students in creating

effective change. Students will learn to identify needs, communicate a powerful vision, and engage

others in the process. This unique toolkit by Tupper Cawsey, Gene Deszca, and Cynthia Ingols will

provide readers with practical insights and tools to implement, measure, and monitor sustainable

change initiatives to guide organizations to desired outcomes.
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"This is the most comprehensive and thorough teaching resource on the challenges of

organizational change that I have used in my classes."--Jeff Zimmerman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor

of Organizational Leadership"If your students are looking for more than a text--a toolkit to keep and

use long after completing the course, this is the book for your shelf and theirs. It is one that won't be

collecting dust."--Lorraine M. Henderson, Ph.D."This text nicely develops the theoretical

underpinnings of organizational change along with examples of real world applications making it an

excellent selection for students of both theory and practice."--Whitney McIntyre Miller"Change is



essential for any organization that wants to be progressive in the 21st century. How we master that

change is found in this book."--John Anthony DiCicco, PhD"Excellent material that provides current

information relative to change theories and change models that are applicable to any setting

(educational, corporate, business, community)."--Dr. Paul M. Terry-This is the most comprehensive

and thorough teaching resource on the challenges of organizational change that I have used in my

classes.---Jeff Zimmerman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Organizational Leadership-If your students

are looking for more than a text--a toolkit to keep and use long after completing the course, this is

the book for your shelf and theirs. It is one that won't be collecting dust.---Lorraine M. Henderson,

Ph.D.-This text nicely develops the theoretical underpinnings of organizational change along with

examples of real world applications making it an excellent selection for students of both theory and

practice.---Whitney McIntyre Miller-Change is essential for any organization that wants to be

progressive in the 21st century. How we master that change is found in this book.---John Anthony

DiCicco, PhD-Excellent material that provides current information relative to change theories and

change models that are applicable to any setting (educational, corporate, business,

community).---Dr. Paul M. Terry

"This is the most comprehensive and thorough teaching resource on the challenges of

organizational change that I have used in my classes." (Jeff Zimmerman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor

of Organizational Leadership)"If your students are looking for more than a textÃ¢â‚¬â€¢a toolkit to

keep and use long after completing the course, this is the book for your shelf and theirs. It is one

that wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be collecting dust." (Lorraine M. Henderson, Ph.D.)"This text nicely develops the

theoretical underpinnings of organizational change along with examples of real world applications

making it an excellent selection for students of both theory and practice." (Whitney McIntyre

Miller)"Change is essential for any organization that wants to be progressive in the 21st century.

How we master that change is found in this book." (John Anthony DiCicco, PhD)"Excellent material

that provides current information relative to change theories and change models that are applicable

to any setting (educational, corporate, business, community)." (Dr. Paul M. Terry)

Great book

, a valuable resource

Very helpful tool for my educational goals!



A must read for any organization leader

It's a textbook. You'll buy it because your professor says you have to. That being said, it's clean and

efficient for self teaching; you can ignore the text and work on the exercises and it will be a useful

practical handbook, or you can use it theoretically. Nice margins for writing and a thorough glossary.

This book explains very clearly what it takes to bring about change , it is a much debated subject .

This book unleashes the tough process of change and breaks it up into parts that are easily

matched allowing its practitioners to see true progress . Isn't that what change us all about ?

I reside in the Bahamas and always a bit skeptical about ordering from abroad and using a freight

forwarder. But this experience was seamless and the product was exactly as described and what I

expected. I am happy with my purchase. I would recommend this seller!
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